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S.S.L.C. EXAMINATION, MARCH - 201.3

MATHEMATICS (English)
Time : ZYz F{ours Total Score : B0

Instrgglions:
1) Read the questions carefully, understand each question and then answer the

questions.
2) Give explanations wherever necessary.
3) If there is an OR between any two questions, you may answer only one among

them.
4) 15 minutes will be given at the beginning as cool off time. This time may be

utilised to read and understand the questions.

5) Simplification using irrationals'like r,Jietc. with their approximate values is

not required if not specifie'd in the question.

ISconE]

QI ) Second and fourth terrns of the following arithmetic sequence are

missing. Find the numbers at these positions. LZj

11. -. 19. -, .......

Qz) If (x - 2) is a factor of the polynomi al3x3 - zxz + tcr * 6, then what
is the value of k?

Q3)

In the figure, c is the centre of the circle. X and Y axes are tangents
to the circle at the points A and B respectively. If the coordinates

t21of A are (4, 0), find the coordinates of B and C. 
p.T.o.
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Q4) There are [8 beads in a box. Some of them are white and the
remaining are black. The Probability of drawing a black beacl from

I
it is ;. Then

J

a) How many black beads are there in the box?

b) How many white beads are there in the box?
tl

c) How many white beads should be added

probability of drawing a black bead becomes

QS) The table below shows the classification of people, participated in
a medical camp. according to their weights.

Weight (in kilograrn) Number of people

20-30 16

30-40 21

40-50 28

50-60 24

60*7A 11

Calculate the mean weight.
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t31

so that theto it
I_tl
4'

t3I

ln the figure A, B, C, D apd E are points on

IA+ZB +/C+ lD+ /E=180' .

the circle. Prove that

t3l
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OR

Prove that the quadrilateral ABCD shown in the figure is a cycricquadrilateral.

Q7) a) Check whether the circre with centre ar the point (.2, 4) anrJ

h't write the coordinates of the points at which this circle cuts rheX axis.

3as b7 tl

r@-3- 627
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t3l

In the figure, CA ancl CB are
and /C=40". Find the angle

tangents to the circle. Also pA = pB
rneasures of tdangle pAB.

t3l

Q9) ,The sum of first rr terms of an arithmetic sequence is 5rrr
a) what is the sum of first two terms of this sequence./

h) Write the first two teffns of this sequence.

+ 2rt.. t3l
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Ua) In a right angled triangre, one of the perpendicular sides is
centimetre longer than the other side. If the area of the triangle
36 square centimetre, fihd the length of its perpendicular sidis.

Qlt)

-4-
627'
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t3l

In the figure, ABC is a right angled
and D is the rnidpoint of AC. Then
BD.

triangle. AB = 4cm, /.A_45"
find the length of BC, AC and

t3l

t4l
812) All the edges of a square pyramid are of length l2 centimetre.

a) What is the area of one lateral face of it?

b) What is the surface area of this pyramid?

c) How many times the surface area will be, if the length of the
sides of this pyramid are doubled?

Q13) a) write the algebraic form of the arithmetic sequence

1,4, "/,10, .....

Is 100 a rerm of this sequence? Why?

Prove that the square of any term of this sequence is also a term
of it.

b)

c)

t4I
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Qt4)

-5-

a)

b)

Draw triangle ABC with AB
Draw the incircle of triangle
radius.

Qts)' 
,",};:l#Tt*ryG + 1) is a i'actor or the porvnomiar

b) wl.''t'f''",i:--'i;i:yi"".l'$ 
actded to p(x)sives a porvnomiar

OR
The rernainder on dividing the polynomialthe remainder on dividingetnffiyro*iut
a) Find q@).

b) Prove that (; * a) is a facror of the polynomi al q(x) + r(x).

Q16) The table below shows
Iocality, according to the

l4l

t41

TGS 6, (x - a) is fr and
t{x) by k * o) is *k"

the classification of 100 families
amount paid against their electricity

ina
bill. Hl

3 Qstta

= I0 cm, /A =JQo

ABC and write rhe

and ZB=7(0.

measure of its

627
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Electricity bill
(in Rupees)

Number 
"f f.*ilt*

1000 * 1200

Find the rnedian of ttr" amounl paid.

D't, /'l
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817) t)

b)
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Drawarectangleofsides5.centirnetreand4centimetre.Draw
;;;;, 

"q"ur 
in area to this rectangle

Draw art isosceles triangle, equal in area to this square'

tsI

l

Q18) a) The sum of a number and its reciprocal is

number?

b) Prove that the sum of a positive number and

alwaYs greater than or equal to 2'

OR

Qle)

..,.;

more daYS tha'n Abu' If both of
To comPlete a job, Babu needs 6

,fr.* Ja nfre job together it takes 4 days to complete it' How rnany

;il;;1, ot. n."[s, if thev do the job separately?

25

-t2
What is the

its reciprocal is

Isl

In triangle ABC, AB = AC = l0 cm' IABC=50"'

b) Find the diameter of the circle'

[sin 50" =0.77,cos 50" =O'64' tan 50" = 1't9l , t51

OR
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Hari, standing on the top of a buirding, sees the top of a tower atan angle of erevarion of 50" and tr," roJi;;;er at an angre ofdepression of 20". Height of Hari is 1.6 metre"and height of thebuilding on which he iJ standing is 9.2r"rrr- 
*'

a) Draw a rough sketch according to the given information.

b) How far is the tower from the building?

c) Calculate the height of the tower.

cos20"= 0.94,
cos50"= 0.64,

QZo) a)

-7-

3aszzty
cfu 
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fsin 20"= 0.34.

I sin 50'= 0.77,
tan 20"= O.:01

tan5oo=1.19]

b)

The base diameter and srant height of a wooden cone is I0

If this cone is carved in to a sphere of rnaximum size, find thevolume of the sphere.

Draw X and y axes and mark the points A(5, g) and B(3, 2).

Il *r. draw triangre ABc such thar the side Bc is pararer to rheX axis, whar will be its heighti

Draw triangre ola, such that rhe side BC is pararer to the Xaxis and area of the triangr" ir 
"quur 

to 15 square units.

tsl

Q2t) a)

b)

c)

tsl
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822) Consider the line 4r - 31' * 10 = 0.

the slope of this line.

c) Write the equation o[ the line with the same slope and passing

through the point (3, 5).

***

Find another point on _ i

627
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a) Pror e that
this line.

2) a point on this

b)


